PROPOSED ELEVATION

- "DOVE GRAY" FLUOROPON FINISHED STEEL
- "DOVE GRAY" VERSASEAM METAL PANEL
- ANODIZED ALUMINUM PERFORATED METAL PANEL
- "DOVE GRAY" FLUOROPON FINISHED STEEL
- "DOVE GRAY" VERSASEAM METAL PANEL
- TENANT SIGNAGE
- LED SCONCE
- "CEDAR" LOOK NICHA FIBER CEMENT PANEL
- "CASHMERE" FLUOROPON FINISHED STEEL
- "DOVE GRAY" VERSASEAM METAL PANEL
- "DOVE GRAY" VERSASEAM METAL PANEL
- "CASHMERE" FLUOROPON FINISHED STEEL

EXISTING BUILDING FACADE

- PAINT EXISTING BUILDING TRIM TO MATCH CASHMERE FLUOROPON FINISH
- "CASHMERE" FLUOROPON FINISHED STEEL
- "DOVE GRAY" VERSASEAM METAL PANEL
- "DOVE GRAY" VERSASEAM METAL PANEL
- "CASHMERE" FLUOROPON FINISHED STEEL

PENDIENTE FOR "LATIN MARKET" FUTURE SPACE

"CASHMERE" FLUOROPON FINISHED STEEL

PENDIENTE FOR "PANAMA JACK'S" FUTURE SPACE

PENDIENTE FOR "PANAMA JACK'S" FUTURE SPACE

PENDIENTE FOR "PANAMA JACK'S" FUTURE SPACE

PENDIENTE FOR "PANAMA JACK'S" FUTURE SPACE
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Pylon Signage

SCALE: 1/2" = 1'-0"

1 ROUTE 40 PYLONS

A101